
WAVES AHEAD STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

Minutes of Executive Board 

Monday 27th July 2015, 2 – 4 pm 

 

Ricardo Technical Centre, Shoreham-by-Sea, BN43 5FG 

Adur & Worthing Councils, Chief 
Executive 

 Alex Bailey (Chair) 

Adur District Council Cabinet / Safer 
Communities Partnership 

 Councillor David Simmons 

Adur Voluntary Action  Adrian Barritt 

Area B Partnership Board Ap Paul Riley 

Adur & Worthing Business Partnership  Andrew Swayne (Vice-Chair) 

Better Place Group  Vacant 

Coastal West Sussex NHS CCG  Rich Hornby for Dr Kate Armstrong 

Health & Wellbeing Partnership All Ages  John Mitchell 

West Sussex County Council Public 
Health 

 Debra Balfour 

Sussex Police  Allan Lowe for T/Ch. Insp. Will Rolls 

WSCC Adur County Local Committee  Councillor Janet Mockridge 

WSCC Worthing County Local Committee  Councillor Paul High 

WSCC Communities  Sean Ruth 

West Sussex Fire & Rescue Service  Gary Locker 

Worthing Borough Council Cabinet  Councillor Val Turner 

Worthing Homes  Jackie Bligh 

Voluntary Action Worthing Ap Julia Carrette 

 

Guests 

Mobilise Micah Gold (Item 5a) 

 

In Attendance 

Adur & Worthing Councils Communities Team Tina Favier 

Joanna Allatt 

Jo Marshall-Inns (Minutes) 

 



1. Welcome & Apologies 
 

Alex welcomed everyone to the meeting and round the table introductions were 

made.  

 

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting (14 May 2015) and Matters 

Arising 
 

2.1. Presentation of Adur & Worthing Financial Inclusion Framework to Adur & 

Worthing Business Partnership (2.4.) 

Action: AS to delegate this action to the company secretary. 

 

2.2. Agenda Item 5a, Community Budgeting in Adur will now be taken as agenda 

Item 3. 

 

All other actions had been completed or are covered elsewhere on the agenda. 

 

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as an accurate record. 

 

3. Community Budgeting in Adur – Micah Gold 

 

Mobilise has been commissioned to undertake a resident engagement exercise as 

part of the Eastbrook Neighbourhood Community Budget Pilot.  Micah talked through 

his presentation, of which a copy is attached to these minutes. 

 

From the work undertaken so far there is good evidence of a joined up approach in 

Action Eastbrook and much progress in the last 7 years, providing a good 

opportunity for Action Eastbrook to reflect on achievements and set out vison for 

next 5 years.  There appears to be no single problem or ‘service failure’ that the 

Neighbourhood Community Budget (NCB) needs to resolve. 

 

Several service areas are emerging which could look at a local level approach, these 

include housing & environment, health & older people, community spaces, children & 

families, work & benefits and access to IT. 

 

Micah is seeking a strategic steer for next steps and a discussion followed on the 

way forward.  Clearly there is lots going on already but how can this all be pulled 

together?  What it is that we are trying to get better at?  What do we want people to 

get behind? Are we looking to close the gap?  There is a need to clearly establish 

what the outcome should be. 

 

A community resilience workshop ‘going Local’ is taking place on Friday 28th August 

to explore different things to try out in the area. The results of which can be fed back 

to the Executive Board in future. 

 

Councillor Mockridge was keen to meet with Micah. 



Action:  Meeting to be set up for Micah and Cllr Mockridge.  JA to confirm. 

 

4. Shaping Strategy 
 

 a. Education Supply Chain – A Role for the LSP? – Debra Balfour 

 

Following on from the previous meeting further information had been prepared by 

Debra Balfour and Paul Riley.   

 

Andrew Swayne said that further data would be available over Summer 2015 once 

the examination results were in.  Currently one secondary school has shown an 

improvement (St. Andrew’s). 

 

In relation to Pupil Premiums 9 out of the 33 primary schools had 25%+ pupils 

receiving the Pupil Premium, the lowest school is 4.3%.  Out of the 7 Secondary 

Schools, 2 of them had over 25% receiving the premium with the lowest at 16%. 

 

Additional work is being carried out by a work experience graduate working with Jo 

Allatt on mapping certain ‘hotspots’, by pooling available information and mapping 

the data.  By using this information and other graphic data and overlays it is 

anticipated that more useful areas will be highlighted. 

 

Debra Balfour presented information which highlighted the differences in educational 

attainment and links between different socioeconomic status.  

 

This was identified as a ‘wicked’ issue and further work needs to add value and not 

duplicate what is already being done.  The countywide figures shown in the 

presentation were helpful but more local figures (Adur & Worthing) would be useful 

to break this down even further. 

 

Things to take forward are:  

 Readiness to learn at all ages – What can we do that adds value? 

 Transition Support – between schools is fundamental to ambitions and 

aspirations.  What do businesses do to support those transitions? 

 Aspiration – links to transitional support 

 

Debra suggested considering using the LSP Conference 2016 to celebrate 

educational achievement locally. 

 

Action:  Debra Balfour, Andrew Swayne and Paul Riley to look at breaking 

down the figures more locally, and to bring something to a meeting in October. 

 

 b. Wellbeing & Resilience in West Sussex – Alex Bailey 
 

Alex Bailey is working with WSCC to develop specific and universal ways to develop 

increased outcomes for wellbeing and resilience throughout West Sussex.  Work is 



being developed, including the use of the NEF 5 Ways to Wellbeing and the West 

Sussex Health & Wellbeing Strategy, which will be presented at a meeting in 

October 2015. 

Action:  Alex Bailey will continue to update members of the Board and this will 

be an agenda item at the February meeting. 

 

 c. Strategic Topics for Future Discussion – Jo Allatt 

 

Jo Allatt had collated suggestions for topics for future discussion (as listed on the 

reverse of the agenda), other suggestions raised were; 

 Quality of housing supply and the link to economy 

 Devolution – Additional meeting to be arranged for October 2015 for anyone 

interested in looking at this further (what’s missing, how can we influence, 

What is currently in play)?  

Action:  Alex Bailey to chair and Sean Ruth to help lead 

 

 Worthing town Centre – Wider view on investment in major sites and 

infrastructure (for information and what’s missing) 

 Developing the leisure industry including slipways, tourism (affordability) 

 Lethargy (as mentioned in Micah’s presentation) – What does it mean? 

Action:  Adrian Barritt to lead on the last item in 2016 with input from Julia 

Carrette. 

 

5. Accountability Challenge & Support:  Thematic Sub-group 

Reports 
 

5.1. Health & Wellbeing Partnership All Ages (John Mitchell) 

 

Excess winter deaths in Adur are the highest in the country (but the reasons are 

complex).  This has been raised to the Health & Wellbeing Board. 

 

5.2. Safer Communities Partnership (Councillor Simmons) 

 

With changes to policing being announced, important to keep updating the 

Partnership Plan 

 

5.3. Better Place Group (Jo Allatt) 

 

Discussions are being facilitated by John Holmstrom with a number of partners to 

take this forward. 

 

6. Leading, Learning & System Health 
 

 a. Community Budgeting in Adur 

 

This was covered under Item 3 



b. Systems Leadership in Adur & Worthing – Tina Favier 

 

Systems leadership is a pilot that commenced last year in Worthing which involves a 
number of partners including the Councils (WS and Worthing), the CCG, Public 
Health, Voluntary Sector organisations, the Police and Northbrook College. It 
provides a new way of thinking about systems and leadership and TF introduced 
some of the concepts and tools, including the notion of "wicked issues" and the 
rethinking of leadership in a living and complex system. Leadership is viewed as 
something found at all levels that needs to be adaptive and evolve and be 
comfortable with managing and working with uncertainty and anxiety.  
 

Using Worthing as a ‘pilot’, a number of leaders are learning the community based 
approach to mental health, the core purpose is to learn how to use a systems 
leadership approach. Two sub-groups have evolved, young people and mental 
health and hospital discharge, which by using case studies will look at the ‘wicked’ 
issue in a neutral way. 
 

 c. Systemic Topics for Future Discussion 

 

This was covered under Item 4c. 

 

 

7. Brief Update on Waves Ahead Conference (15th October 2015) 
 

A paper had been pre-circulated for discussion.  This year’s annual conference will 

focus on encouraging and building ‘smarter’ communities in Adur & Worthing.  Using 

ideas around food and drink as a tangible cross cutting theme the start the thinking, 

to explore some different and alternative ‘smart’ and digital opportunities that could 

be tailored and designed to enable and empower local people, groups and 

businesses. 

 

Jo Allatt is now looking for relevant suggestions for people to approach (from any 

sector) who are based in the local area and who could get more involved in helping 

to lead the interactive session at the conference.  People are needed with ‘smart’ 

innovative and clever ideas (food/drink related) which could be presented and 

worked on at the event.  The idea must a) need help from partners to actually make 

it happen/real or b) is a small project that has started, but partners could really help 

to extend or expand it. 

 

Suggestions were made in regards to Lauren from Baked who has been letting out 

her premises to show how to run a restaurant.  Highdown vineyards was also 

suggested as the new champagne region.  Other suggestions were food banks, 

alcohol and obesity, the night time economy and primary producers such as 

fishermen. 

Action:  Any ideas to Jo Allatt.  

 

 



8. Any Other Business 

 

Further to discussion in item 4c, an interim meeting to discuss devolution needs to 

be set up via Doodle poll. 

Action:  Jo Allatt to arrange (Alex Bailey and Sean Ruth to lead meeting). 

 

JA reminded  Executive Board members that the next meeting will with the AGM and 

will be held immediately before the conference on 15th October. As usual this will be 

a very short meeting so we will not be seeking additional agenda items  

 

The meeting closed at 16.00. 

 

 

 


